A simple and efficient numerical method for computing the zeros of 
1. Introduction. In [9] , Grad and ZakrajsSk reported a matrix equation ap- 0, p > 0, which is important in nuclear physics. We shall not be concerned with the irregular Coulomb wave function GL(r¡, p), which gives a second solution of (1.1). As in the case of Bessel functions [9] , [14] , the method is based on the characterization of the zeros in terms of eigenvalues of certain matrix operators acting in I2, i.e., the Hubert space of all square-summable real sequences with norm defined by ( [8] , [10] [11] [12] [13] ), it appears that numerical methods for computing the zeros of FL(r?, p) and of dFLir¡, p)/dp for a given pair of L and 77 has not received sufficient attention. One could, of course, compute the zeros of FL(q, p) by using any one of standard root-finding methods, such as the method of bisection, the method of the false position, or the secant method, since the values of Fl(t7, p) can be readily computed using a standard method. However, such techniques require the advance knowledge of a fairly small interval containing a zero of the function, and moreover, the zeros of the function are found only one at a time.
The method presented in this paper will obviate both of these difficulties.
For recent developments in the numerical methods for the evaluation of Coulomb wave functions, see [l]- [8] , [10] [11] [12] [13] , and [17] and the references given there. which is real, symmetric and tridiagonal, and where This means that the vector xp is in the space I2. Also, 2k -ek -► 1 ik -► °°) and k2dk -*■ I (it -»• °°).
The Zeros of
This means that the sum of the squares of all elements of TL is finite. Hence TL can be regarded as a compact operator in I2. It is also selfadjoint (real symmetric). Hence, dFL/dp = 0 if and only if (3.2) This can be written as Just like TL n in Section 2, TL v is a compact operator in I2. Theorem 3.1 (Zeros of dFjdp). Let L and 77 be given. Then p i=0is a zero ofdFL(t}, p)/dp if and only if l/p is an eigenvalue of TL .
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 and is omitted. Corollary 3.1. 77ie zeros of dFLldp are real.
Remark 3.1. As for TL , 0 is an eigenvalue of TL when tj =£ 0, and is not when 77 = 0. Remark 3.2. The positive zeros of <iF£ (-77, p)/dp axe given precisely by the absolute values of the negative zeros of dFLir¡, p)/dp. See Remark 2.2. The bound on the right-hand side of the last inequality converges to 0 as 77 -► °°, but the bound is usually too pessimistic. In practice, it is enough to observe the numerical convergence Xjj."-' -► Xfe.
(II) A similar procedure applies in the numerical computation of the zeros of dFLi<q, p)/dp. Thus, if TJ?^ denotes the principal n x n submatrix of TL , then the zeros of Fl(t?, p) are approximated by l/X*"*, where \k") represents an arbitrary nonvanishing eigenvalue of TL"1. Table 2 The least 5 positive zeros of dF (77, p)/dp correct to 10 figures L = 0 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Table 3 77ie least 5 positive zeros of F.i~l,p) and of dF.i-l, p)/dp, Table 5 777e number of computed positive zeros of dF' (7?, p)ldp correct to 10 Tables 4 and 5 show how the number of computed positive zeros of FLir¡, p) and of dFLir), p)/dp, correct to 10 or more figures, depends on L, 77, and 77, where n denotes the order of the truncated matrices T^1^ or TL"^ (see Section 4) . For instance, Table 4 About 0.86 seconds were needed for 77 = 64, 2.0 seconds for « = 128, and 6.6 seconds for 77 = 256.
Note. In the above tables, the numbers appearing in parentheses represent the exponent relative to base 10. For instance, 1.321926777 (01), i.e., the first positive zero of F¿(t?, p) for L =. 0 and 17 = 4 (Table 1), means 1.321926777 x 101.
